
Flipped Classroom Lesson Plan 

Your Name:  Lauren Steers 

Type of lesson: Flipped Classroom 

Lesson Plan Title:  SAS Triangle Similarity  

Discipline/Topic:  Geometry/Triangle Similarity  

Target Population:   

o Grade Level: -- 10
th
 grade  

o Population Characteristics: -- Students in this class have taken and passed Integrated 

Algebra. These students are on track to take the geometry regents at the end of the year. 

o Lesson Groupings: -- Pairs 

Curriculum Links:  This lesson is part of a Triangle Similarity unit. This is the first lesson in the unit, 

but students have knowledge of triangle congruency which is very similar. After this lesson, students 

will learn two other methods used to prove that two triangles are similar.  

Objectives:   

-Students will be able to state and identify the differences between triangle congruency and triangle 

similarity.  

-Students will be able to state the conditions needed in order for triangles to be similar.  

-Students will be able to prove triangles similar using Side-Angle-Side (SAS) theorem.  

ISTE Student Standards/Profiles Objectives: 

1. Creativity and innovation:  Students demonstrate creative thinking, construct knowledge, and 

develop innovative products and processes using technology. 

a. Apply existing knowledge to generate new ideas, products, or processes 

b. Create original works as a means of personal or group expression 

 5. Digital citizenship:  Students understand human, cultural, and societal issues related to 

technology and practice legal and ethical behavior. 

b. Exhibit a positive attitude toward using technology that supports collaboration, learning, and 

productivity 



Materials and Timing:  Computer, SmartBoard, iPads (Classroom set), youtube video 

(http://youtu.be/Kls4dUm0DtM), guided notes sheet, Poll Everywhere Do Now assignment 

(http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/0FviAYurfv7F5F9), in class exercises, skitch 

software, skitch assignment directions/rubric, Poll Everywhere exit ticket 

(http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/YnnVOZvXf5MCUuM)  

Scope and Sequence:  

Online Learning Environment (at home):  Students will watch the YouTube video 

(http://youtu.be/Kls4dUm0DtM) at home or on their own time outside of class. While watching the 

video, students will fill in the notes sheet that includes definitions, examples, and any questions that 

the students have about the lesson.  

Classroom Learning Environment (45 minute class):   

(5 minutes) Do Now:  (http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/0FviAYurfv7F5F9) 

Students will read the Do Now poll everywhere question that is on the SmartBoard. They will then 

write the question down, solve it in their notebook, and submit the answer by texting their answer to 

the number provided. Once everyone is done, we will look at the answers and go over the problem.  

(10 minutes) Class Practice:  Students will have10 minutes to work with their neighbors on the 5 

class practice exercises. I will circulate the room to assist students who need help and check on the 

progress of the students.  

(25 minutes) Skitch Assignment:  Students will work with a partner to complete the Skitch 

Assignment. Each pair is given a problem that they must solve. First, students will work out the 

problem on paper. Then, students will create a drawing of the problem, and use Skitch to annotate 

the drawing to include how to prove the two triangles similar. Students will use their iPads, skitch, 

and a software of their choice (drawing software).  

(5 minutes) Exit Ticket: (http://www.polleverywhere.com/multiple_choice_polls/YnnVOZvXf5MCUuM) 

Students will read the Exit Ticket poll everywhere question that is on the SmartBoard. They will then 

write the question down, solve it in their notebook, and submit the answer by texting their answer to 

the number provided.  
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Evaluation of Students: (using a rubric) 

Objectives Needs Improvement Good/Satisfactory Excellent 

 Students will be able to 

state and identify the 

differences between 

triangle congruency and 

triangle similarity. 

Student cannot 
determine the 
difference between 
congruent and similar 
in terms of shapes.  

 Student can state that 
a similar shape is not 
the exact same size 
and a congruent shape 
is the same size.  

 Students can state 
that a congruent shape 
has all the same sides 
and angles while a 
similar shape has the 
same angles but the 
sides are proportional.  

Students will be able to 
state the conditions 
needed in order for 
triangles to be similar. 

The student got 
between 0-40% of the 
problems (Do Now, 
practice, exit ticket) 
correct. 

 The student got 
between 40-70% of the 
problems (Do Now, 
practice, exit ticket) 
correct.  

The student got 
between 70-100% of 
the problems (Do Now, 
practice, exit ticket) 
correct. 

Students will be able to 
prove triangles similar 
using Side-Angle-Side 
(SAS) theorem 

Student used skitch 
and a software of their 
choice, but did not 
complete the proof 
correctly.   

Student used skitch 
and a software of their 
choice, but the proof 
was missing a few 
pieces.   

Student used skitch 
and a software of their 
choice, and the proof 
correctly proved that 
the triangles were 
similar by SAS.  

 

Evaluation of the lesson: I will know that the lesson is successfully by the rubric above. If the 

students complete the assignments (Do Now, practice problems, exit ticket, and skitch assignment) 

with a percent of 70 or better correct, I will know that they can successfully prove triangle similar by 

SAS Theorem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson: Proving Triangles Similar using SAS Notes 

Definition:  Triangle Similarity 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

Picture:  

 

 

 

Example 1: 

Problem  Answer  

  

Example 2:    

 

 

Statements  Reasons  

  

Questions:   

 



Do Now:  

Problem  Answer  

  

 Practice:   

1) As marked, by which method would it be possible to prove these triangles 

similar (if possible)?  

 

 

 

 

2) As marked, by which method would it be possible to prove these triangles 

similar (if possible)?  

 

 



3)  

 

 

 

4)  

 

5)  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 



Exit Ticket  

Problem  Answer  

  

 


